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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY'S (U 338-E) PROPOSAL
REGARDING CONGESTION REVENUE RIGHTS AND VIRTUAL BIDDING AND
ADDITIONAL ISSUES RELATED TO THE CALIFORNIA INDEPENDENT SERVICE
OPERATOR MARKET REDESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE

In accordance with the August 28, 2008 Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling and Scoping
Memo on the 2008 Long Term Procurement Proceeding, Phase 1 (the Phase 1 Ruling), Southern
California Edison Company (SCE) submits the following Proposal Regarding Congestion
Revenue Rights (CRRs), Virtual Bidding (VB) and additional issues related to the California
Independent Service Operator (CAISO) Market Redesign and Technology Upgrade (MRTU).

I.

INTRODUCTION

Under its current schedule, the CAISO will launch MRTU by February 1, 2009. Upon
implementation of MRTU, the IOUs will no longer be able to obtain Firm Transmission Rights
(FTRs) to hedge congestion charges. Instead, the IOUs will hedge transmission congestion
charges with purely financial instruments referred to as CRRs. A CRR will entitle its owner to
receive payment of an amount equal to the difference between the price of energy at the source
(generation) and sink (load) nodes. Thus, CRRs are designed to give the owner a hedge against congestion costs caused by price differences between generation resources and load. \footnote{1}

CRRs are currently offered for durations of one month, one quarter for a single year (known as annual CRRs, but distinguished by calendar quarter), and ten years (long-term CRRs or LT-CRRs, again distinguished by calendar quarter) for both on-peak and off-peak periods. Pursuant to its Tariff, the CAISO has the authority to make CRRs available to entities through an allocation and auction process. The CAISO has already issued CRRs for the year 2008 and is in the process of making CRRs available for 2009. As stated in the Phase 1 Ruling, PG&E, SCE and SDG&E have already sought and obtained initial authority to acquire CRRs and that procurement authority has been included in their respective 2006 Procurement Plans.\footnote{2} As discussed in Section II below, SCE proposes that the current upfront and achievable standards for CRR acquisition and retention remain in effect.

Also as part of its implementation of MRTU, in accordance with a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) mandate, the CAISO must implement VB within one year of the launch of MRTU (go-live).\footnote{3} Virtual Bids will enable a market participant to buy (or sell) electricity in the Day-ahead market and to simultaneously assume an opposite obligation to sell (or buy) an identical amount of electricity in the Real-time market. The CAISO will treat Virtual bids just like physical bids in the Day-ahead market. That is, the optimization will allow VB to influence energy prices, congestion and in turn, to the change the commitment and dispatch of physical generation and modeled electrical flows on the transmission system. VB will also influence market uplift charges and Residual Unit Commitment (RUC) prices in that the CAISO will have to replace Virtual supply with physical supply in the RUC market.

\footnote{1}{For additional background on CRRs, see SCE’s Advice Letter 2141-E and Section 36 of the CAISO’s MRTU Tariff.}
\footnote{2}{Phase 1 Ruling at pp. 15-16. SCE’s current CRR procurement authority is codified in Resolution E-4117, Resolution E-4134 and SCE’s Conformed 2006 LTPP.}
\footnote{3}{Given the current MRTU scheduled start date of February 1, 2009, VB should be implemented no later than February 1, 2010. Note that the CAISO refers to VB as “convergence bidding.”}
Virtual Bids are distinct from non-Virtual bids in that the power from Virtual bids will not physically flow. Rather, Virtual bids are for a purely financial commitment. Thus, for example, a bidder submitting a Virtual supply bid for one MWh would receive the Day-ahead market price for one MWh, and would have an obligation to pay the Real-time market price for the one MWh since it would never actually produce the one MWh of energy. Given that VB is going to be implemented and other creditworthy market participants will undoubtedly submit Virtual bids where determined profitable to do so, SCE believes that it is critical for the IOUs to also have the authority to participate in VB. Otherwise, the IOUs will be unable to transact on a level playing field with other market participants, which could ultimately lead to higher prices for IOU customers. Although SCE believes it is premature to establish upfront and achievable standards for VB at this time, SCE describes circumstances under which IOU participation in VB would be beneficial to utility customers in Section III below.

II.

SCE’S PROPOSED UPFRONT AND ACHIEVABLE STANDARDS FOR THE ACQUISITION AND RETENTION OF CCRS.

A. The IOUs’ Current Upfront Standards for the Acquisition of CRRs Should Be Affirmed in this LTPP Proceeding

The Phase 1 Ruling directs the IOUs to file proposals for interim upfront and achievable standards regarding how to acquire and retain CRRs, and otherwise comply with the strictures of Public Utilities Code section 454.5 with respect to CRR ownership. The fundamental structure of the CRR product itself and the CAISO’s process for distributing CRRs remain unchanged from what was in effect at the time the Commission approved the upfront and achievable standards for CRR acquisition and retention of CRRs in the IOUs’ current procurement plans.4

4 Indeed, SCE believes it is premature to conclude that new upfront standards will be necessary in order for the IOUs to have procurement authority to conduct VB transactions.
Therefore, SCE recommends that the Commission affirm the upfront achievable standards currently included in the IOUs’ procurement plans as the *interim* upfront and achievable standards for this 2008 LTPP Proceeding. Those upfront and achievable standards include the following requirements:

- SCE is authorized to obtain CRRs that are valuable as hedges against congestion costs SCE may face, subject to risk assessment regarding the specific source/sink combinations. SCE should not obtain CRRs that are unrelated to SCE’s sources of power.
- CRRs are not to be used as tools for financial speculation in the congestion market.
- SCE is authorized to take reasonable actions to dispose of CRRs when it has more CRRs than it needs. These reasonable actions may include bidding into the CRR auction or offering the CRR for trades in the secondary market.
- There is no express volume limit for CRR transactions. The volume of CRRs procured by SCE is limited by CAISO rules and SCE’s expected grid use.
- Prior to participating in the annual and monthly CRR allocation/auction process, SCE should identify candidate CRRs for consideration based on the location and magnitude of its resources and loads (existing and potential), and may also identify additional candidate CRRs that are potentially positively correlated in value with other CRRs of interest, so long as the correlation is a reflection of the physical realities of the grid. SCE will limit candidate CRRs to those CRRs with a source at which SCE reasonably expects to procure power.
- For the overall portfolio and for each of the candidate CRRs, SCE should estimate the expected value for the relevant time period. SCE should make enhancements over time to its valuation methodologies.

---

5 While the CAISO has made changes to the schedule for allocation and auctioning CRRs due to a revised MRTU start date, the process for allocation and auctioning CRRs has not changed.
• Similarly, prior to participating in the annual and monthly CRR allocation/auction process, or prior to converting awarded CRRs to LT-CRRs, SCE should evaluate the risks of obtaining CRRs or not obtaining CRRs for the candidate CRR paths.

• All SCE auction awards that are in compliance with the upfront standards established by the Commission are *per se* reasonable.

• SCE may use the same transaction processes that its Procurement Plan authorizes SCE to use for energy transactions – *e.g.*, transact using brokers or exchanges, bilaterally subject to providing a “strong showing” in the Quarterly Procurement Plan Compliance filing, through an RFO (if feasible), etc. Among valid, competing offers for the same CRR, SCE will select based on the better price (all else being equal). Particular locational spreads may also be purchased if related CRRs are not available.

In addition, SCE’s procurement activities with respect to CRRs are subject to the following reporting and PRG consultation requirements:

• SCE is to record a credit or debit entry equal to any expense associated with its CRR procurement transactions in a separate tracking account associated with CRR transactions only. All entries recorded into SCE’s ERRA balancing account, including CRR entries, are to be examined by the Commission in its review of SCE’s Quarterly Compliance Reports and annually in a review of the ERRA balancing account.

• SCE shall report all CRR transactions in its Quarterly Compliance Report (QCR). The QCRs should contain, at a minimum, for each CRR, source, sink, MW quantity, term, expected value, past performance (if applicable), bid price (for CRR auctions or secondary market transactions), and a description the underlying energy supply arrangement that the CRR will hedge.

• SCE must consult with its PRG prior to transacting for any CRR having a term greater than one calendar quarter, which by definition applies to all LT-CRRs.
• SCE must consult with the PRG prior to making CRR nominations for any of the tiers in the annual allocation process, even though CRRs awarded in the annual CAISO allocation/auction process only have a term of one calendar quarter.

• SCE must consult with its PRG prior to participating in the annual CRR auction. The Commission directs SCE to provide the PRG participants, prior to the PRG meeting, a list of proposed annual and long term CRR nominations for allocation and auction, showing source, sink, MW quantity, term, expected value, past performance (if applicable), bid price, and a description the underlying arrangement that the CRR will hedge.

• SCE is not required to consult with the PRG prior to each monthly CRR allocation/auction process. Rather, SCE must review its CRR position with the PRG in its periodic position update discussions, including the review of quarterly compliance reports.

• SCE must provide to its PRG participants, within three business days of each monthly CRR allocation or auction tier, a listing of proposed monthly CRR nominations for allocation and auction, showing source, sink, MW quantity, term, expected value, past performance (if applicable), bid price and a description the underlying arrangement that the CRR will hedge.

• SCE must provide the PRG with the following information regarding secondary market transactions involving quarterly and monthly CRRs: source, sink, MW quantity, term, expected value, past performance (if applicable), bid price, and a description the underlying arrangement that the CRR will hedge. This information may be submitted in one of two ways: 1. SCE may report secondary trades in a weekly report, submitted within two business days of the end of the reporting period (for example, a report from Thursday through Wednesday would need to be submitted by the following Friday), or 2. SCE may report secondary trades within two business days of the trade date, reporting each trade separately.
• If a PRG participant requests a discussion of a secondary transaction regarding a CRR, SCE should discuss that transaction at the next appropriate PRG meeting.

• SCE must report any secondary market transactions for a one year segment of a LTCRR in the same manner as it would report a secondary market transaction for an annual CRR.

• SCE must review its CRR valuation and risk analysis and methodologies with its PRG (prospectively for the annual CRR auction/allocation process).

1. **Authorization for Procurement of CRR Products With Durations of Greater Than Five Years (LT-CRRs)**

Because LT-CRRs have a duration of greater than five years, IOUs would ordinarily be required to file a formal application with the Commission requesting authority to obtain LT-CRRs. However, the CAISO’s LT-CRR allocation process presents unique timing challenges that make filing such a formal request unworkable. The CAISO allows load serving entities (LSEs) to convert a portion of their short-term CRRs obtained from its allocation process into LT-CRRs. The time between the release of allocation results and the start of the LT-CRR request window is very limited (four business days in the 2009 CRR allocation process). Thus, there is simply not a sufficient amount for time for the IOUs to seek and obtain Commission approval through a formal application process in order to nominate short-term CRRs for conversion into LT-CRRs under the CAISO’s timeline.

SCE raised this timing issue with the Commission in Advice Letter 2142-E, and requested that the Commission exempt LT-CRRs from the formal application process. In granting SCE’s request for an exemption in Resolution E-4117, “The Commission determined that SCE is correct in its assessment that there will not be enough time for a formal approval of

---

6 Pursuant to D.07-12-052 Ordering Paragraph 19, as a general rule, the IOUs are required to file a formal application with the Commission seeking authority to procure energy-related products with durations of five years or greater.
SCE’s LTCRR nominations following SCE’s Tier One and Tier Two CRR awards made by the CAISO.” The CAISO’s process for allocating LT-CRRs has not changed since Resolution E-4117 was issued. Therefore, SCE requests that the Commission adopt, for purposes of obtaining LT-CRRs, a continuing exemption from the requirement to file a formal application.

SCE also recommends that the Commission affirm the upfront and achievable standards for IOU acquisition of LT-CRRs set forth in E-4117. In addition to the upfront and achievable standards applicable to the procurement of all CRRs, Resolution E-4117 contains the following requirements:

- SCE may obtain LT-CRRs that are valuable as hedges against congestion costs SCE may face, subject to risk assessment regarding the specific source/sink combinations. SCE may not obtain LT-CRRs that are unrelated to SCE’s sources of power.
- SCE may only acquire LT-CRRs that closely resemble its expected grid usage both in the choice of source/sink combinations and in the duration of the CRR with respect to the length of its energy supply contracts.

Because the CAISO’s short timeline for the acquisition of LT-CRRs has not changed, and because the upfront standards previously established by the Commission provide sufficient assurance that the IOUs will nominate only those LT-CRRs that match their needs both in terms of resources and length of expected congestion exposure, the Commission’s previously adopted upfront standards for LT-CRRs should be affirmed in this proceeding.

B. Responses to the Specific CRR-Related Questions Posed in the Phase 1 Ruling

SCE provides the following responses to the questions included in the Phase 1 Ruling:
1. **What types of existing analytical tools are currently available to inform such interim standards to be applied in the absence of real-life MRTU experience?**

SCE is aware of the following analytical tools that may be used to evaluate CRRs: ABB-Gridview, ECCO-ProMaxLT, Ventyx-ProMod, and Plexos Solutions-Plexos. SCE currently uses a combination of some of these tools as well as internally developed ad-hoc analytics to assist in the development of CRR requests. In addition to the use of analytical tools, SCE gathers information using other methods described in CPUC Resolution E-4134 to develop its CRR requests. SCE supports the continued use of analytical tools to inform CRR requests as described in E-4134.

2. **Whether existing tools are adequate to serve as an interim standard, or conversely whether new tools are called for.**

While appropriate analytical tool(s) should be used by the IOUs to help them develop their CRR nominations, the models currently available are not robust enough to serve as the basis for an upfront and achievable procurement “standard.” These load-flow and locational marginal pricing (LMP) models use mathematical algorithms that are very sensitive to congestion constraints. The tools currently available today mimic the model the CAISO will use for determining LMP and congestion prices, which also has the same issue of sensitivity. SCE does not believe that these tools could be modified and implemented to be robust enough to serve as a standard, and especially not before MRTU start up. Moreover, SCE cautions against the simple and blind use of any analytical tool as a sufficient interim standard. Expertise in the tool at hand as well as professional judgment must be concomitant with the use of the analytical tool itself. Use of such tools may be a necessary element of a standard, but should not be the complete standard.
3. **The advantages and/or disadvantages of varying degrees and types of CRR hedging strategies.**

Under the CAISO’s CRR acquisition process, LSEs can obtain both short-term and LT-CRRs. Like energy and gas hedges, both short-term and LT-CRRs are necessary components of a sound CRR acquisition strategy. The IOUs are authorized to obtain LT-CRRs to protect against congestion risks associated with long-term supply resources. Short-term CRRs are important to ensure that near-term adjustments can be made as an IOU’s owned and contracted supply portfolio changes. This is also advantageous for responding to changes in direct access levels, demand response, and energy efficiency (e.g., increased DR or EE would reduce the need for CRRs). Further, the CAISO only releases 75% of the CAISO’s eligible CRRs in the annual acquisition process and the remaining amount (i.e., up to 100%) during the monthly acquisition process.

SCE does not support Commission establishment of IOU-specific position volume limits for CRRs for the same reason the Commission elected not to establish IOU-specific position volume limits for CRRs or Firm Transmission Rights (FTRs) in the IOUs’ current procurement plans. First, limiting the use of a CAISO product for IOUs where the same restrictions do not exist for other market participants puts IOU customers at a risk of not being able to obtain hedges that are in their economic interest. Second, the CAISO tariff requirements include volume limits in the allocation process that address position limits for all CRR-eligible entities. For example, the CAISO’s Tariff limits an LSE’s eligible quantity to less than its previous year’s peak load. Only through participation in the CAISO’s CRR auction can an IOU acquire more CRRs than its previous year’s load, and only if the IOU has met the upfront and achievable standard of “expected use of the grid.” If an IOU acquires CRRs in the auction that cannot be reasonably defended as “expected use,” then that acquisition is not compliant with the upfront and achievable standard.

---

2 Resolution E-4134 at p. 6
4. **Methods for estimating increases/decreases to CRR values arising from changes in ordinary grid flows arising from changes in load, resources and transmission infrastructure, etc.**

Based on publicly available information provided by the CAISO, SCE uses models to estimate LMPs and congestion costs under various conditions (e.g., high/low hydro, load, etc). While SCE can provide the Commission with additional information on the methods and techniques available for use, SCE does not believe this information should be part of an upfront and achievable standard. SCE considers the ability to use new and improved models as they are developed to be a necessary element of continuous improvement. For this reason, while SCE believes that the same modeling techniques used to develop an IOU’s participation in the CRR release process can be used to estimate changes in CRR value, it is important to ensure that a single method of estimating changes in CRR value is not codified as “the” method. To do so would severely limit the IOUs’ ability to incorporate enhancements in software, technology, expertise, market information, and experience.

5. **Whether the utilities should use identical analytical tools, or whether there are reasons for using different analytical tools between the IOUs.**

There should not be a requirement for the IOUs to use the same analytical tools. IOU employees have different levels of expertise in diverse areas, different market information, different supply resource portfolios, different data structures, and different hedging needs. There is no reason to burden the IOUs with a “one-size fits all” requirement that would likely result in the imposition of unnecessary costs on IOU customers.

6. **How to incorporate real-life experiences with CRRs after MRTU startup, within such analysis prior to development of long-term standards.**

After MRTU start-up, if the Commission desires information from the IOUs to help determine if changes to the interim upfront and achievable standards for CRRs are necessary,
SCE will provide that information. SCE has had only limited “real-life” experience with MRTU through the 2008 CRR allocation/auction process and does not believe it is necessary, nor prudent, to pre-judge possible real-life impacts of MRTU at this time.

III.

WHILE IT IS PREMATURE FOR THE COMMISSION TO ADOPT UPFRONT AND ACHIEVABLE STANDARDS FOR VB, THE COMMISSION SHOULD AUTHORIZE THE IOUS TO PARTICIPATE IN VB WHEN THE TIME IS RIPE

FERC has mandated the CAISO to implement VB within one year of its implementation of MRTU. SCE expects that the CAISO will allow participation in the VB market from any entity that satisfies the CAISO’s credit requirements. Given that VB will be in place and that a host of market participants will be submitting Virtual bids, SCE believes that it is critical for the IOUs to have the ability to participate in VB as well. As a general rule, the IOUs should have access to all of the CAISO’s market mechanisms afforded to other participants, because IOU customers are entitled to have the procurement undertaken on their behalf to take place on a level playing field. Even the CAISO’s Market Surveillance Committee (MSC) recognizes the importance of allowing IOU participation in the Virtual markets, and the necessity of ensuring that the Commission develop clear rules for IOU participation.8 IOU participation ensures that utility customers have the ability to address market risks under a variety of scenarios, as discussed in greater detail below.

It is important to note that the CAISO has not yet developed rules for how it will implement VB, so the IOUs do not yet know the parameters under which VB will potentially take place. Therefore, while SCE appreciates that the Commission is taking an early look at potential VB issues, it would be premature for the IOUs to recommend specific upfront and achievable standards at this time. The CAISO is expected to file a detailed proposal regarding

8See August 10, 2007 Meeting Minutes of the CAISO MSC at p. 2 (“Another issue raised was the importance of clear rules from the CPUC on how the utilities can use convergence bidding”).
VB with FERC about six months after MRTU go-live, which under the current schedule would be around September 2009. Once the CAISO’s detailed rules are developed and approved by the CAISO Board, SCE will be in a much better position to offer proposed upfront and achievable standards. SCE proposes that the Commission establish an expedited schedule for consideration of the possible upfront and achievable standards for VB once the CAISO Board has approved the CAISO’s VB proposal and authorized the CAISO to file that proposal with FERC. The Commission’s schedule should time the process so that the IOUs’ upfront and achievable standards are not adopted until after FERC has first adopted the CAISO rules.

Until that time, based on the general framework for VB that the CAISO has discussed thus far, SCE believes that its participation in VB markets could benefit its customers under the following types of circumstances:

- **Hedging the price of generation outages to mitigate the risk of high real-time replacement costs.** Virtual demand bids can be used in conjunction with physical generation bids to hedge against the price risks associated with a physical generator tripping or being derated between the close of the Day-ahead market and Real-time.

- **Hedging the price risk associated with the performance of intermittent resources.** Virtual demand bids can be used to mitigate the uncertainty associated with Day-ahead schedules for intermittent resources by ensuring that an intermittent resource settles against the Real-time price based on actual performance.

- **Hedging the price risk of load forecast errors that might otherwise result in high-priced real-time replacement purchases, or low-priced real-time sales of excess energy.** Depending on the hourly concerns of possible forecast errors, Virtual supply or Virtual demand bids can hedge physical demand purchases against the associated real-time price risk.

- **Hedging power deliveries so that associated CRRs settle based on the congestion prices in the same market (either Day-ahead or Real-time) in which deliveries occur.** CRRs are settled against the Day-ahead congestion price. Virtual bids can be used to shift the CRR
hedge into the Real-time market to match power delivery in Real-time. While the full ability to do this will depend on final rules, Virtual bids may be used to change the settlement of a CRR from the Day-ahead market to the Real-time market.

- **Diversify purchase and sales exposure between Day-ahead and Real-time market prices.** Virtual bids can be used to allow physical generation and load to be scheduled in the day-ahead market, but to settle at the real-time price. This permits purchase/sale price diversification while still clearing physical load and generation in the day-ahead market.

- **Hedging the value of financial contracts.** Virtual bids can be used to effectively change the settlement of a financial energy contract to either the Day-ahead or Real-time price. The added flexibility increases the risk management benefits of financial contracts.

- **To protect against market distortions resulting from market design issues or the bidding (physical or Virtual) of third parties.** Under some possible implementations of VB, Virtual transactions may create market outcomes that cannot be readily addressed with physical supply bids. For example, physical load bids can only be submitted at the service territory level (the LAP) and physical generation bids can only be submitted at the physical interconnection of the generator. In contrast, parties may be permitted to submit VB at any location on the grid. Thus, if a party submits a large amount of Virtual demand bids at a particular node, this might cause dramatic price increases in the vicinity of the node. Physical bids have no direct mechanism for providing additional supply or removing physical load from a node. Therefore, to address the high prices, the most direct response would be to submit Virtual supply in the vicinity of the high price in order to mitigate the market distortion.

Utilizing VB to address these types of market issues would provide the benefit of risk mitigation and flexibility to IOU customers. SCE notes that the applicability of specific strategies will largely depend upon the VB rules that will ultimately be developed by the CAISO. SCE recommends that the Commission defer consideration of what actual VB options will be available to the IOUs until after the CAISO finalizes its VB rules.
A. Benefits and/or Risks of Virtual Bidding.

Although the CAISO’s VB proposal has not been finalized, SCE recognizes that there will be both potential benefits and potential risks associated with participation in VB under MRTU. Potential benefits of VB include: (1) the elimination of concerns from parties that LSEs might underschedule load in the Day-ahead market and in turn, inappropriately influence market prices; (2) the addition of flexible bids to the Day-ahead market which may help the market software find “feasible” solutions; (3) the availability of a legitimate tool for hedging physical and/or financial market transactions; and (4) an increase in competition in the CAISO’s Day-ahead market, which could lead to better overall market results.

Along with these benefits, VB introduces potential risks to the CAISO market. Potential risks identified by SCE include: (1) increased complexity of the CAISO market in areas such as Day-ahead optimization, market power mitigation rules, market settlements, and credit standards; (2) creation of a mechanism for participants to potentially distort market results to the detriment of the California ratepayers, and (3) without appropriate oversight and migration rules, the potential for market manipulation by undermining the CAISO market power mitigation process, manipulating energy and ancillary service prices, manipulating congestion prices and values for CRRs, exploiting shortfalls in the CAISO software, increasing and/or shifting market uplift costs, and increasing the risk of participant defaults.

SCE believes the best way for SCE to both obtain the potential benefits from VB and protect its customers from the potential risks is for SCE to have the authority to participate in VB.

B. Percentage of Day-Ahead market the IOUs should dedicate to VB.

As indicated above, IOUs need the ability to participate in VB to protect the interests of their customers. As to the question of what percentage of an IOU’s Day-ahead activities should be dedicated to VB, it is premature to answer this question at this time, because the CAISO has
not finalized the market design rules for VB. Outstanding issues associated with the development of a VB design include:

1. Whether to allow VB at the Nodal or Zonal level.
2. Under a Nodal VB market structure, whether the CAISO should place limits on the amount of Virtual activity on a particular node or if there should be aggregate limits placed on participants.
3. Finalization of the credit requirement for participation in VB.
4. The rules for the allocation of uplift to Virtual bidders.

SCE notes that the issue of “position limits” is under active discussion at the CAISO. Thus, the Commission will be in a better place to evaluate this question after the CAISO proposes rules to the FERC.

C. Speculation in VB Markets Can Help or Harm Ratepayers.

Like other energy-related hedges, VB should be part of an overall strategy to procure power at reasonable prices for IOU customers. SCE does not anticipate that the IOUs would participate in VB purely to “speculate.”

SCE foresees, however, it is very likely other market participants will participate in the Virtual market solely for speculative purposes. Speculation by other market participants has the potential to impact energy prices, which could potentially help or hurt ratepayers in the short run. In the long run, prices that do not reflect competitive and efficient outcomes, either too high or too low, are unlikely to help customers.

D. What upfront risk analysis may prevent undue speculation by IOUs?

It is premature to determine risk analysis metrics for VB. As previously stated, SCE does not anticipate that the IOUs will participate in VB purely to “speculate.” Rather, the IOUs should be authorized to use VB as a means to protect the physical/financial positions of their customers and as a tool to more efficiently manage their operations and market participation.
While other market participants may participate in VB for the benefit of their shareholders, SCE will participate in VB activities solely for the benefit of its customers. In other words, SCE will not request authority to speculate with VB, and will not seek authorization to pass any of the benefits resulting from its VB participation to its shareholders. This structure provides a strong framework to ensure the IOUs have no fiscal incentive to use VB for speculative purposes.

E. **Whether IOU participation in VB may result in higher LMP pricing for energy.**

IOU participation in VB could result in higher or lower LMP prices in the CAISO’s Day-ahead or Real-time energy markets. In addition, the lack of participation of IOUs in VB could affect Day-ahead and Real-time energy prices. Given the expectation that the CAISO’s VB will be open to any creditworthy entity, it is anticipated that many entities will have the ability to impact Day-ahead and Real-time energy prices by participating in VB. To the extent an IOU or any other market participant submits and clears Virtual demand bids into the Day-ahead market SCE would expect, *in isolation*, to see energy prices increase due to the additional amount of total load clearing in the day-ahead market. If the CAISO allows VB on a nodal level, given the host of constraints that must be honored in an LMP market, under some circumstances, even relatively small amounts of Virtual demand bids can materially increase prices.

On the other hand, if an IOU or any other participant submits and clears Virtual supply bids in the Day-ahead market, SCE would expect prices to decrease. Similarly, if allowed, even small amounts of nodal Virtual supply can materially decrease prices under some circumstances.

The Commission must not ignore the fact that participation in the VB market will not be restricted to the IOUs. SCE anticipates that many other parties, including trading firms, banks, hedge funds, and load serving entities will also submit Virtual bids. If there is robust participation by all market segments, including the IOUs, the CAISO market (both Virtual and physical) will be deep and liquid, and therefore the behavior of any individual participant, IOU or otherwise, should not have a sustained material impact on aggregate market prices. If on the
other hand, the Commission were to preclude the IOUs from participating in the VB market, other Virtual market participants could materially impact market prices to the detriment of IOU customers, and without a response by the IOUs, it is possible that the detrimental prices could persist for an extended period of time.

**F. Impacts IOU VB participation may have on CRR hedging.**

A potential benefit of VB is that, under some proposed rules, it can be used as a hedging tool to move the settlement of a CRR contract from the Day-ahead to the Real-time market. IOUs holding CRRs can utilize VB to hedge price risk if the underlying delivery of power requiring a congestion hedge shifts from the Day-ahead market to the Real-time market.

A potential concern is that without proper monitoring and mitigation rules, VB, in conjunction with holding CRRs, can have a negative impact on utility customers. Specifically, entities holding CRRs (positive or negative) can use VB to artificially increase the value of their CRRs by inflating or deflating the value of congestion associated with their CRRs. One of the CAISO’s counterparts, PJM Interconnection, developed specific rules to help address this issue after it observed parties actually distorting markets to increase the value of their CRRs. SCE expects the CAISO to develop similar rules and monitoring methods that will impose limitations on a CRR holder’s ability to submit Virtual bids at pricing nodes at or near its CRR holdings contract points. Such rules have not yet been developed by the CAISO, however, and therefore it is unclear what restrictions will ultimately be placed on VB in California.

**G. Tools and framework needed by the IOUs to measure and analyze overall portfolio risk management as well as risks from participating in VB markets.**

To estimate the potential impact of Virtual bids, parties should have tools that will allow them to identify potential distortions in the market, and to perform analysis of the potential

---

9 PJM Interconnection is a regional transmission organization that coordinates the movement of wholesale electricity in all or parts of Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia and the District of Columbia.
impact Virtual bids may have on market results (e.g. prices and physical dispatch of their portfolio).

With respect to portfolio management tools, it is premature to offer specifics at this time since the CAISO has not finalized the market design rules for VB.

H. Whether the IOUs prefer monthly, quarterly, or bi-annual or any other time interval for periodic Commission review and approval of the IOU position on VB and why.

Because it is premature to adopt upfront and achievable standards for IOU participation in the VB market, it is similarly premature to develop a framework for review of IOU compliance with those potential standards. Therefore, SCE requests that the Commission refrain from establishing its compliance review process until such time as the CAISO’s VB rules are filed and the IOUs’ upfront and achievable standards for VB procurement activities are adopted. At this time, SCE does not believe it will be necessary for the Commission to create a new process for review of IOU VB activity.

I. What market power and manipulation issues result from IOU participation in the CAISO VB market?

SCE fully anticipates the CAISO VB proposal filed with FERC will include robust rules to address potential market power and manipulation issues. The CAISO’s tariff will address market power and market manipulation from a market-wide perspective (i.e. each IOU will be but one of many market participants). It is by no means a certainty that the IOUs will be the largest participants in the CAISO’s VB market.

While the CAISO is tasked by FERC to monitor its markets for abuse and to recommend rules and structures that will limit the potential for abuse, the Commission could work closely with the CAISO to see that such safeguards are in place, and to the extent possible, stay informed regarding any concerns over manipulation or design issues identified by CAISO.
J. Confidentiality.

Once IOU participation in VB is fully considered, there may be sensitive strategic information sought by the Commission. SCE requests that any market-sensitive information, including potential strategies, be kept confidential in the interest of IOU customers.

IV. ADDITIONAL MRTU CONCERNS

SCE believes that the 2008 LTPP proceeding is the appropriate venue for the Commission to review and ultimately find that its Resource Adequacy (RA) program and the operation of MRTU sufficiently address locational reliability needs of the CAISO grid. Because the CAISO’s locational reliability needs will be satisfied through RA and MRTU, IOUs should no longer be subject to the obligations under Decision 04-07-028 to address local reliability needs. As described below, the conditions that led to the Commission issuing Decision 04-07-028 and direct the IOUs to modify their procurement and scheduling practices to meet local area reliability needs are no longer applicable.

As background, by a letter dated June 10, 2004 to the CPUC’s Director of the Energy Division, the CAISO raised certain concerns regarding grid reliability. These concerns were driven by two market conditions at the time. First, under the CAISO’s zonal (pre-MRTU) model, the CAISO was unable to take action in the Day-ahead scheduling process to address certain locational grid reliability needs and thus had to rely upon Scheduling Coordinators to address reliability needs through the submission of their balanced (generation equals load) schedules. Second, the least-cost dispatch directive for IOUs did not take into account the locational reliability needs of the CAISO. Finally, the Commission’s RA program had not yet been implemented.

In response to the CAISO’s request, the Commission investigated this issue and, on July 8, 2004, issued Decision 04-07-028 which found that it is a utility’s responsibility to procure all the resources necessary to meet its load, not only service area wide but also locally. In doing so,
the Commission directed the utilities to take into account not only cost but also transmission congestion and reliability.

Following the issuance of Decision 04-07-028, the CAISO developed operating procedures that allow the IOUs to schedule resources to meet local reliability needs under certain conditions. In addition, through advice letter filings, SCE sought and received authority to procure and schedule resources in a manner that minimizes total cost and clarification that taking reliability into account means incorporating all known and reasonably anticipated CAISO-related costs (including congestion, re-dispatch costs and must-offer costs). SCE continues to operate under that authority today. With the implementation of MRTU and the Commissions’ RA program, however, the concerns that led the Commission to issue D.04-07-028 are no longer relevant. Under MRTU, Scheduling Coordinators, including the IOUs, will no longer be required to submit “balanced” schedules. The CAISO will have a Day-ahead market that will be able to address local reliability needs through the incorporation of a full network model of the CAISO’s grid (as opposed to today’s zonal model).

If, for some reason, the CAISO still has locational reliability needs that have not been met through the day-ahead market, the CAISO will be able to commit resources through the Residual Unit Commitment (RUC) process to meet local reliability needs. Operating procedures such as M-438 will no longer be needed, as they will have been replaced by a more robust and efficient market mechanism. Finally, the Commission’s RA program has developed to now include a Local Reliability Requirement and a Path 26 counting rule to ensure that Commission jurisdiction Load Serving Entities procure resources in locations that allow the CAISO to operate the grid reliably.

While SCE’s authority under Advice Letter 2183 to satisfy D.04-07-028 expires with the implementation of MRTU, the obligations created under D.04-07-028 do not. Therefore, for the

---

10 For example, see CAISO Operating Procedure M-438 for SCE’s service area.
reasons stated above, SCE urges the Commission to find that its RA program and the operation of MRTU sufficiently address the locational reliability needs of the CAISO.

V. CONCLUSION

The Commission has already adopted appropriate upfront and achievable standards for the acquisition and retention of CRRs. Since the adoption of those standards, the CAISO’s rules with respect to CRR acquisition and retention have not changed. And because MRTU has not yet been implemented, the IOUs have little experience with the existing rules. Thus, there is no reason to modify the existing standards at this time, and SCE asks the Commission to affirm those upfront and achievable standards again in this proceeding.
While SCE believes the Commission should begin to develop upfront and achievable standards to govern IOU participation in VB prior to the CAISO’s implementation of VB, it is premature to develop those standards at this time. The CAISO has not yet developed the rules that will govern participation in VB, and without those rules, the IOUs have know way of predicting the framework within which they will potentially participate in VB. Therefore, SCE proposes that the Commission set an expedited schedule for the consideration of upfront and achievable standards for IOU participation in VB that begins after the CAISO Board has approved the CAISO’s proposed rules and concludes after those CAISO rules have been approved by FERC.
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AREA 4-A
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ENERGY DIVISION
AREA 4-A
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CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
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AREA 4-A
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